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Foreword
The Fifth International Conference on Advances in Cognitive Radio (COCORA 2015), held
between April 19th-24th, 2015 in Barcelona, Spain, continued a series of events dealing with various
aspects, advanced solutions and challenges in cognitive (and collaborative) radio networks. It covered
fundamentals on cognitive and collaborative radio, specific mechanism and protocols, signal processing
and dedicated devices, measurements and applications.
Most of the national and cross-national boards (FCC, European Commission) had/have a series
of activities in the technical, economic, and regulatory domains in searching for better spectrum
management policies and techniques, due to spectrum scarcity and spectrum underutilization issues.
Therefore, dynamic spectrum management via cognition capability can make opportunistic spectrum
access possible (either by knowledge management mechanisms or by spectrum sensing functionality).
The main challenge for a cognitive radio is to detect the existence of primary users reliably in order to
minimize the interference to licensed communications. Optimized collaborative spectrum sensing
schemes give better spectrum sensing performance. Effects as hidden node, shadowing, fading lead to
uncertainties in a channel; collaboration has been proposed as a solution. However, traffic overhead and
other management aspects require enhanced collaboration techniques and mechanisms for a more
realistic cognitive radio networking.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the COCORA 2015 Technical
Program Committee. The creation of such a high quality conference program would not have been
possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their
time and efforts to contribute to COCORA 2015. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the
final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the COCORA 2015 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.
We hope that COCORA 2015 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of cognitive radio.
We also hope Barcelona provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time for exploring this beautiful city.
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Abstract—Cognitive Radio Networks (CR) is an
advanced growing technique and a promising technology for
the upcoming generation of the wireless networks.
Deployment of such networks is hindered by the
vulnerabilities that these networks are exposed to, in this
paper we focus on security problems arising from Primary
User Emulation Attacks (PUEA) in CR networks. We study
the impact of this attack on CR networks, detection and
defense approaches. We have setup the system model using
Matlab software; the Neyman-Pearson composite hypothesis
test NPCHT is used to obtain the hypothesis test and detect
the PUEA. Simulation results proved that using NPCHT it is
possible to keep the probability of successful PUEA low, and
this depends on the threshold values; the number of
malicious users in the system can significantly increase the
probability of false alarm in the network, Also it shows that
there is a range of network radii in which PUEA are most
successful.
Keywords-Cognitive Radio (CR); Primary User Emulation
Attack (PUEA); Probability Density Function (PDF); Neyman
Pearson composite hypothesis test (NPCHT);

I.

INTRODUCTION

Spectrum sensing and spectrum sharing are important
functionalities of CR which enables the secondary users to
monitor the frequency spectrum and detect vacant channels
to use [1]; it is also important to address the security and
reliability issues in the CR. An example of CR networks is
the usage of unused spectrum (white spaces) in the
television band where the TV transmitter becomes a
primary transmitter, i.e., the TV receivers are primary
receivers or licensed users and while the other users who
are not TV subscribers but wish to use the spectrum in the
TV band for their own communication becomes secondary
transmitters/receivers.
The essential purpose of spectrum sensing employment
in a CR network is to identify empty spectral bands (white
spaces) and once these white spaces have been identified,
CR nodes opportunistically utilize these unoccupied bands
of spectrum by wirelessly operating across them while
simultaneously avoiding interference with the primary
users [2]. In a CR network, primary users possess the
priority to access the spectrum band, while the secondary
users must always give up access of the spectrum band
over to the primary users and ensure that no interference is
caused. Subsequently, if a primary user begins to transmit
across a frequency band occupied by a secondary user, the
secondary user is ideally required to vacate that specific
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spectral band immediately. But when there is no active
primary user communication in the spectrum, all other
users enjoy equal right to access the unoccupied spectrum
band. For a secondary user to gain equal rights as the
primary user, the secondary user may tend to modify the
air interface so as to mimic the primary user’s
characteristics causing the secondary user to behave
maliciously. The resultant effect of this is that the other
secondary users will identify the malicious user as a
primary user there by vacating the occupied spectrum band
for the malicious user believing that it is a primary user. In
this way, the malicious user gets access to the primary
user’s spectrum band. In literature, this kind of attack
against CR networks is considered as a Primary User
Emulation Attack (PUEA) [3].
Therefore, we can define PUEA as an attack in CR
networks where the malicious user pretends to be the
primary user to obstruct idle channels by transmitting a
similar signal as the primary user [3]. Masquerading of a
primary user allows threat identifies the malicious
masquerading of a primary user like a digital TV
broadcaster. The malicious attacker may mimic the
primary user characteristics in a specific frequency band
(e.g., white space band), so that the legitimate secondary
users erroneously identify the attacker as an incumbent and
they avoid using that frequency band; the attacker primary
focus is to disrupt the secondary user’s transmissions by
making contact with it as many times as possible, each
time the jammer does this it forces the secondary users to
change channels as they cannot differentiate it from a
primary user. The presence of PUEA causes a number of
troubles for CR networks. A PUEA can be launched while
the spectrum is being sensed or detected by using
cyclostationary, energy or matched filter detection signal
features [4].
We can classify the protection techniques against these
types of threats in the following categories: (i) protection
techniques based on reputation and trust of the CR nodes
[5], (ii) identification of the masquerading threat though
signal analysis [6], (iii) authentication of the CR node
through cryptographic techniques [7], and (iv) geolocation
database of primary users [8].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, the model design and simulation setup are
Introduced. Section III describes the model analysis and
probability density function of the received signal. Our
simulation results, conclusion and future work are
discussed in Section IV and section V, respectively.
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A. Objective of adversarial attackers
The objectives of an attacker have a direct correlation
with the way the attacks are launched, and therefore, they
determine the nature of attacks [9][10].
1) Selfish attacks: The attacker’s motive is to acquire
more spectrum for its own use by preventing others from
competing for the channels and unfairly occupying their
share. In this type of attack, adversaries will defy the
protocols and policies only if they are able to benefit from
them [11][12].
2) Malicious attacks: The attacker’s only objective is
to create hindrance for others and does not necessarily aim
at maximizing own benefits. They do not have any
rational objective and identify protocols and policies to
just induce losses to others [13].

MODEL DESIGN AND SIMULATION SETUP

In our scenario, all secondary and malicious users are
distributed in a circular grid of radius R, as shown in Fig.
1.

Secondry user
Malicious users
Primary transmitter



B.
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Figure 1.

CR Network Model

A primary user (e.g., a TV tower), is located at some
distance from all the users, the secondary users are
randomly and uniformly distributed within a network
radius from the primary transmitter. In order to detect the
white spaces or the return of the primary, the secondary
users measure the received power, if the received power is
below a specified threshold then the spectrum band is
considered to be vacant (white space). If the received
power is above the specified threshold, then based on the
measured power, a decision is made as to whether the
received signal was transmitted by a primary transmitter or
by a set of malicious users [17]. We design a NeymanPearson Composite Hypothesis Test (NPCHT) to obtain a
criterion for making this decision. To perform the analysis,
the assumptions below are taken:
 The distance between primary transmitter and all
the users is d𝑝=120Km.
 There are M malicious users in the system. M is a
geometrically distributed random variable.
 The locations of malicious users are uniformly
distributed in the circular grid of radius R=500m
as our simulation shows in Fig. 2 when M=30.The
received power at the secondary user from each of
the malicious user is Independently and Identically
Distributed (IID). This is valid due to the
symmetry of the system and the fact that the
malicious users presented uniformly in an annular
region between the centered at (0, 0) and radii (R0,
R), if the received power is not IID, then the SU
will use another power control scheme.
Y-coordinate of secondary and malicious users location (m)

Impact of PUE attacks on CR Networks
The presence of PUE attacks causes a number of
troubles for CR networks. The list of potential
consequences of PUE attacks is:
•
Bandwidth waste: The ultimate objective of
deploying CR networks is to address the spectrum
under-utilization that is caused by the current fixed
spectrum usage policy. By dynamically accessing
the spectrum “holes”, the SUs are able to retrieve
these otherwise wasted spectrum resources [14].
• QoS degradation: The appearance of a PUE attack
may severely degrade the Quality-of-Service
(QoS) of the CR network by destroying the
continuity of secondary services [14].
• Connection unreliability: If a real-time secondary
service is attacked by a PUE attacker and finds no
available channel when performing spectrum
handoff, the service has to be dropped. This real
time service is then terminated due to the PUE
attack. In principle, the secondary services in CR
networks inherently have no guarantee that they
will have stable radio resource because of the
nature of dynamic spectrum access. The existence
of PUE attacks significantly increases the
connection unreliability of CR networks. Also the
Hidden Node Problem (HNP) can cause unreliable
connection; the most common approach against
HNP is based on collaborative sensing to identify
the incorrect spectrum perception of the affected
CR node. This is the approach adopted in standard
IEEE 802.22 [15], where decision rules (e.g.,
voting algorithm) are used to correct errors in the
spectrum sensing function. In a similar way, this
approach is also described by Prasad [16], even if
the term distributed spectrum sensing is used.
• Denial of Service: Consider PUE attacks with high
Attacking frequency; then the attackers may
occupy many of the spectrum opportunities. The
SUs will have insufficient bandwidth for their
transmissions, and hence, some of the SU services
will be interrupted. In the worst case, the CR
network may even find no channels to set up a
common control channel for delivering the control
and this is called Denial of Service in CR networks.

II.

Malicious users
Secondary user

500
400
300
200
100
0
-100
-200
-300
-400
-500
-500

-400

-300
-200
-100
0
100
200
300
X-coordinate of secondary and malicious users location (m)

400

500

Figure 2. Simulation result of malicious users distributed randomlly
around the secondary user located at coordinate (0,0).



The primary transmits at a power Pt =120 KW
while the malicious users transmit at a power Pm=
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5W. All the values of the system parameters we
have used are in Table I below.
The primary transmitter co=ordinates are fixed at a
point (rp, θp) and this position is known to all the
users in the grid.
The secondary user co-ordinates (r, θ), no
malicious users are present within a circle of
radius R0=40m known as “exclusive distance from
the secondary user” centered at (r, θ).in case of this
condition is not met then the received power at the
secondary due to transmission from any subset of
malicious users present within a distance R0 from
the secondary becomes too large to create PUEA
[17].
TABLE I .





500 m
40 m
10,15,30
120 KW
5W
8 dB
5.5 dB

III. MODEL ANALYSIS AND PROBABILITY DENSITY
FUNCTION OF THE RECEIVED SIGNAL:
First, we have to obtain the Probability Density
Function (PDF) of the received power at the secondary
user due to transmission by the primary and by the
malicious users in order to obtain a hypothesis test using
Neyman-Pearson composite hypothesis test NPCHT [18].
A.

Probability Density Function of the Received Signal
One of the applications of the probability density
function of the received power is using it in Neyman
Pearson’s Composite Hypothesis Test NPCHT or any
other statistical test to identify intruders and impostors in
CR networks and also investigate the impact of PUEA in
the network.
We consider M malicious users located at co-ordinates
(rj, θj) 1 ≤ j ≤ M. Since the position of the jth malicious
user is uniformly distributed in the annular region between
R0 and R, rj and θj are statistically independent ∀ j. The
pdf of rj , p(rj) ∀ j is given by
p(r j )



rj  R 0 ,

R



(1)

otherwise

where θj is uniformly distributed in (−π,π) ∀j [19]. The
received power at a secondary user from the primary
transmitter, pr

( p)

is given by
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p / 10

2
and  p  N (0,  p ) , as mentioned

in Section II. Since Pt and dp are fixed, the pdf of

p r ( p)

,

P Pr ( ) , follows a log-normal distribution and can be
written

P Pr ( ) 

where

A

Value
120 Km

The transmission from primary transmitter and
malicious users undergo path loss and log normal
shadowing with mean 0 and variance σ2p and σ2m,
respectively [18].
The path loss exponent chosen for transmission from
primary transmitter is 2 and from malicious user are 4.

2r j



2
 R 2  R 0

0


2
where G p  10



 (10 log    ) 2

10
p
exp 
A p 2
2  2p



ln10
10

1


 




and  p  10 log10 pt  20 log10 d p

The total received power at the secondary node from
all the M malicious users is given by

SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR OUR SIMULATION

Parameter
Dp: Distance between primary transmitter and other
users
R : Radius of the circular grid
R0: Radii of annular region
M : Number of malicious usres in the system
Pt : Primary transmition power
Pm : Malicious transmition power
σp: : Variance of Primary users
σm : Variance of Malicious users

p ( p)  Pt d p 2 G 2p
r

M
Pr (m)   p m d j 4 G 2j
j 1




where dj is the distance between the jth malicious user and
the secondary user and G2j is the shadowing between the
jth malicious user and the secondary user.
B. Detecting PUEA using Neyman-Pearson Criterion
We have used the two hypotheses in NeymanPearson decision criterion, which are given as below:
M1 : Primary Transmission in progress
M2 : Emulation attack in progress
In this hypothesis test, there are two types of errors that
secondary user can make [20]:
False alarm: The secondary makes a decision that the
transmission is due to primary but the malicious user is
transmitting.
Miss Detection: The secondary makes a decision that the
transmission is due to malicious user but the primary is
transmitting.
In our simulation, the power of the received signal is
measured in order to calculate the decision variable which
is given by the ratio of Λ= P m (  ) / P Pr (  )
where P Pr ( ) and P m (  ) is the pdf of received power
from the primary and from all malicious users respectively.
Λ is then compared with predefined threshold and the
secondary decides the following
Λ≤λ

D1: Primary transmission

Λ≥λ

D2: PUEA in progress

First, secondary user may decide D2 when M1 is true,
and second secondary user may decide that D1 when M2 is
true. Each of these errors has a probability associated with
it which depends on the decision rule and condition
densities [14]. Miss Probability: P{D2|M1}= Probability of
making decision D2 when M1 is true.
False Alarm Probability: P{D1|M2}=Probability of
making decision D1 when M2 is true.
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Decision Rule
In Fig. 3, we plot the decision rule showing Miss
Probability and Probability of false alarm under
Gaussian distribution. It shows the two conditional
densities of the power received by the good
secondary user from primary and
malicious
transmitters.

It is clear that the probability density functions of the
received power at the secondary user from the primary
transmitter differ from the received power at the secondary
user from the malicious user.
4

x 10
14
Probability Density Function of received power

C.

12

10

8
PDF of received power using simulation
PDF of received power theoretically

6

4

2

0

0

0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
Received power at the secondary receiver from promary transmitter -4
x 10

Figure 3. The Decision Rule

We compare the decision rule with the threshold value;
Lambda (λ) and the miss probability and probability of
false alarm are calculated accordingly [21].

Figure 4. PDF of the received power deu to the primary transmitter
5

x 10
12

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
10
PDF of received power

In this section, we present the results obtained using
Matlab simulation and also the theoretical results for the
similar setup for the probability density function of the
received power at the secondary user due to the primary
transmitter and the received power at the secondary user
due to the malicious users.
Also, we determined the performance of the network
for PUE attack in terms of probability of miss detection
and false alarm, in addition to the relationship between the
false alarm probability (i.e., the probability of successful
PUEA) and the network Radius R.
In our simulation, we have used the following system
parameters, as shown in Table II.

8

6

4

2

0

TABLE II. SYSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter

dp

R

Ro

M

Pt

Value

120
KM

500
m

40
m

15

120
KW

Pm

σp

σm

5
W

8
dB

5.5
dB
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0

0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
Received power at the secondary receiver from malicious users:

-5

x 10

Figure 5. PDF of the received power due to the malicious users

We can see from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 that the results of
the probability density function using simulations
considerably match with the one derived mathematically.
There is a slight mismatch and the reason behind this is
duo that the theoretical derivation is for ideal setup and
over an unlimited duration of time while the simulation
testing times are limited in number and also have random
effects as per the simulation settings.
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PDF of received power theoretically

Based on the PDF which we have achieved in our
simulation and Neyman Pearson’s Composite Hypothesis
Test NPCHT approach, we have obtained the probability
of successful PUEA (False Alarm),
Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the false alarm
probability (i.e., the probability of successful PUEA) and
the network Radius R, we set the threshold value λ at 2. It
is observed that the probability of false alarm rises and
then falls down with increasing value of R and also there is
a value of R for which the probability of false alarm is
maximum; this is as expected because:
Case 1- for a given R0, if R is small, the malicious
users are closer to the secondary user and the total received
power from all the malicious users is likely to be larger
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0.36
0.35
0.34

0.35

0.33
0.32
0.31
0.3

M=10
M=15
M=30

0.29

0.3

0

100

200
300
400
Number of simulation times

500

600

Figure 7. Probability of succefull PUEA (False e Alarm)

0.25
0.2

0.22

0.15

0.21
0.2

0.1
0.05
0

0

200

400

600
800
1000
Network Radius, R (m)

1200

1400

Figure 6. False alarm probability Vs. network Radius R

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 are the plots for the probability of
miss detection vs. the number of simulation times and
False alarm vs. the number of simulation times
respectively, Probability of miss detection and false alarms
are calculated for 600 times of simulations. The threshold
value for this simulation is set to 2, i.e. λ=2. The number of
malicious users in this case is set to be M=35, the radius of
outer region R=400m, Radius of primary exclusive region
R0=40m, primary transmitter power Pt=120Kw, malicious
transmitter power Pm=5w, σm =5.5dB, σp = 8dB.
As we can see from the experiment, the probability of
false alarm ( Successful PUEA) is always close to 0.326
(within ±0.04 of this value) for the all number of
simulation runs and this is because the high number of
malicious which we set at M=35.
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Probability of Miss Detection

false alarm probability (probability of successful PUEA)

0.4

The miss detection probability is averaged at 0.187 for
the whole 600 runs, as one can see in Fig. 8.

Probability of False alarm

than that received from the primary transmitter, thus
decreasing the probability of successful PUEA.
Case 2- for large R, the cumulative received power at
the secondary from the malicious users may not be
sufficient to successfully launch PUEA.
We have done the simulation with different values of
M, as shown in Fig.6; our results prove that when the PDF
is used with NPCHT, the number of malicious users in the
system has a significant impact on the network causing the
secondary users suffer from degradation in the quality of
their communication due to the transmission from the
malicious users.

0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13

0

100

Figure 8.

200
300
400
Number of simulation times

500

600

Probability of miss detection

We have done the simulation with different values of λ,
as shown in Table III, and we have noted that when λ is
decreased, the probability of successful PUEA decreased
and the miss detection probability is increased; this is as
expected, since NPCHT only allows a threshold to be set
on either false alarm or miss detection probabilities.
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TABLE III.

FALSE ALARM AND MISS DETECTION FOR DIFFERENT
VALUES OF

Parameter
λ =2
λ =1
λ =0.5

False Alarm
Probability
Averaged for 600 runs
0.326
0.043
0.041

λ

mitigation technique for PUEA does not rely on
examination of PDF, but rather on localization of signal
source.

Miss Detection Probability
Averaged for 600 runs
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0.187
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It is clear from Fig. 9 that the CDF plot is nondecreasing and right-continues function as must be
meaning that the parameters and assumptions we have
taken in our simulation are well-chosen and very close to
the real-life values.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented an analytical and
experimental approach to obtain the PDFs of received
powers at the secondary users due from malicious users
and also due from the primary transmitter in a CR network
by a set of malicious users.
The PDF obtained was used in Neyman-Pearson
Composite Hypothesis Test to show the probability of false
alarm in the network. Our results show that number of
malicious users in the system has a great impact on the
network causing the secondary users to suffer degradation
in the quality of their communication due to the
transmission from the malicious users. Also we show that
there is a range of network radii in which PUEA are most
successful.
The future work will be as a second stage of this work;
in this stage, we will propose a security algorithm for
transmitter verification scheme based on two parameters
(distance and received signal power level) in order to
identify the primary and malicious users; this kind of
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Abstract — Caused by increasing demands for wireless devices
in the last decade, license-free bands such as the 2.4 GHz ISM
band become more and more crowded. As a consequence,
interferences are inevitable. To avoid impairments caused by
interferences, there have to be mechanisms to prevent
coexisting systems to interfere with each other in license-free
bands. Especially in industrial application fields, a reliable and
deterministic medium access is required. In this paper, we
evaluate an inter-system cooperation approach, which is
designed to be aware of interferences, to ensure reliable realtime communication and further to protect investment for
existing wireless systems. In a selected industrial scenario, it
outperforms a non-cooperative approach especially in presence
of interference. Further, it ensures a reliable communication
for more than 99% of the real-time data packet transmissions
also in presence of interference.
Keywords - cognitive radio; control channel; deterministic
medium access; inter-system automatic configuration

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cognitive radio (CR), “firstly introduced by Joseph Mitola
in 1999, is an emerging concept in the world of wireless
communication” [1]. CR system is aware of its radio
environment and therefore, detects interfering radio devices,
which are called primary users (PUs). CR also identifies
temporal and spectral opportunities for secondary user (SU)
utilization. However, such prediction-based opportunity
identification are prone to errors. Therefore, providing a
deterministic medium access approach, which is able to be
aware of its radio environment and to manage spectrum
efficiency is highly desirable for CRs.
These solutions are also enablers for new industrial
automation (IA) applications. IA applications require
deterministic wireless medium access for reliable operation in
real-time applications. As many wireless technologies – also
for IA applications – share the same wireless channels such as
the 2.4 GHz ISM band, a proper coexistence behavior is a
fundamental requirement.
In this work, a proposed cooperative CR approach [2] is
implemented and evaluated, which is called inter-system
automatic configuration (ISAC). To the best of our knowledge,
the proposed approach has not been implemented or evaluated
yet.
ISAC’s design has mainly three goals:
a) Interference awareness
b) Ensuring real-time and reliable communication
c) Investment protection for existing wireless systems
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The first goal is necessary for IA applications to provide the
second
goal,
real-time
performance
and
reliable
communications. ISAC systems aim to avoid interference with
other wireless systems and protect themselves from being
interfered.
The third goal focuses on implementation requirements. The
ISAC approach unifies the spectrum utilization management. It
is suitable for being integrated into existing industrial wireless
solutions such as industrial WLAN, Bluetooth, WirelessHART,
ISA100.11A, and ZigBee. The integration of the approach shall
be therefore simple with minor protocol adaption.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II summarizes
fundamentals about medium access and control channel usage.
Section III illustrates the ISAC approach. Section IV specifies a
selected measurement scenario, which is used for experimental
evaluation. Section V analyses the results, and discusses the
outcome. Finally, Section VI provides a conclusion for this
paper.

ISBN: 978-1-61208-403-9

II.

STATE OF THE ART

IA applications provide harsh requirements for medium
access methods (MAMs). To fulfill the requirements a
cooperative approach among the users sharing the same
environment with a proper controlling is necessary. A control
channel (CC) is mandatory for this approach. In this section,
the key issues MAMs and CCs are discussed in more detail.

A. Medium Access Methods
Multiple wireless devices utilize shared spectral, temporal,
spatial resources. Therefore, wireless MAMs are approaching
the issue of coexistence in different ways. They can be
categorized into non-adaptive MAMs, adaptive MAMs, and
cognitive MAMs [2][3]. They are briefly described in the
following subsections.
Non-Adaptive Medium Access Methods
Non-adaptive MAMs use for example time-, frequency-, and
code-division multiple-access (TDMA, FDMA, CDMA) [4].
They do not include any mechanism to mitigate interference
and rely on central planning by a dedicated device or manual
configuration. Due to their synchronous structure, non-adaptive
MAMs require only a little communication overhead. Radio
systems based on these MAMs provide a deterministic medium
access in case of no interference. They are not aware of
interference and therefore, show a poor coexistence behavior.
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Adaptive Medium Access Methods
While non-adaptive MAMs show poor coexistence behavior,
adaptive MAMs are aware of the radio environment. They are
aware of the radio environment to a certain degree to improve
the performance. Examples of such methods are carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) [4],
ALOHA [5], and adaptive frequency hopping (AFH) [6].
Adaptive MAMs mitigate interference with others in order
to approach error-free transmissions. On the other hand they
have no deterministic behavior. Thus, adaptive MAMs require
a communication overhead and additional synchronization
effort. Adaptive MAMs can be distinguished with respect to the
feedback instant of time: Listen-before-talk (LBT) [4] and
listen after talk (LAT) [4]. LBT requires feedback before
transmission. Such a medium access mechanism is CSMA/CA.
If no new interference appears during transmission, LBT
MAMs will ensure an error-free transmission.
In contrast to LBT MAMs, LAT MAMs react on a feedback
instant of time after packet transmission. Typically, they are
based upon service degradation such as packet reception
failure. An example is Bluetooth AFH. After some packet loss
in a certain frequency channel, it will be avoided for further
packet transmissions by channel blacklisting for a specific time
duration. Because LAT MAMs react after packet transmission,
they cannot guarantee error-free transmissions.

two transceiver units for the data and control messages are
available, the time scheduling is drastically simplified.
A separate transceiver unit might also support a wired CC if
the application tolerates it. Further examples are given in [7].

III. INTER-SYSTEM AUTOMATIC CONFIGURATION
The cooperative ISAC concept was published in [2] as work
in progress. This paper contributes ISAC’s implementation
aspects, its evaluation and comparison with other approaches.
The ISAC network consist of two different entities: ISAC
supervisor and ISAC client. The ISAC network requires a
single central ISAC supervisor and permits multiple ISAC
clients. The ISAC supervisor uses the CC for communication.

A. Supervisor
The most important entity in an ISAC network is the ISAC
supervisors for resource management.
ISAC Client

ISAC Supervisor

Resource allocation
Master

RM

Data
Transmission

Resource status

Cognitive Medium Access Methods
Adaptive MAMs have a reactive nature. In contrast,
cognitive MAMs are based on proactive approaches. They try
to model the radio environment and adapt the wireless
communication accordingly in order to improve the
transmission performance and increase the spectrum efficiency.
They can be classified into autonomous and cooperative
approaches.
Autonomous CR systems improve the performance of a
single radio system opportunistically. While, cooperative
systems negotiate the resource allocation and optimize the
performance of several systems in a certain environment. This
negotiation requires a communication opportunity, which can
be achieved via a control channel (CC).

B. Control Channel
The CR needs to sense the spectrum and select an
appropriate channel for the SU communication. To achieve
this, cooperative CRs communicate with each other via a CC
[1]. Basically, the CC is a logical channel. Its implementation
offers two possibilities:
1) Common control channel: The control messages are being
exchanged on the same channel as used for the wireless
solutions but during idle data phases. This solution is easy from
a hardware point of view but requires a sophisticated time
scheduling, which might conflict with desired real-time
application.
2) Dedicated control channel: A separate physical channel is
reserved for the exchange of control messages. Depending on
the available hardware structure, the dedicated CC might use
the same transceiver unit as the data messages. As mentioned
before, the same sophisticated time scheduling is necessary. If
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Slave

Sensor

Figure 1. Basic ISAC network consist of ISAC supervisor and ISAC client
connected via control channel (red arrows)

Thereby, the term resources refers to the hyperspace
introduced in [8] consisting of multiple dimensions such as
spectrum, time, code and the spatial dimension. The tasks of
the ISAC supervisor are (i) resource allocation and (ii)
interference mitigation. Therefore, it is equipped with the CR
features of resource sensing and resource occupancy prediction.
Supervisor

Client

RARQ
Check RAOs

RARS

Update RAOs

Adapt to
allocated
resource

T

T

Figure 2. Sequence diagram of resource allocation negotiation between
ISAC client and ISAC supervisor

As shown in Figure 1, the ISAC supervisor consists of two
different wireless devices: Resource sensing device (sensor)
and resource management device (RM). The sensor is
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responsible for resource sensing and predicting future behavior.
Figure 2 shows the resource allocation negotiation procedure
for two client. In case an ISAC client requests a resource
allocation (RARQ), the RM selects the optimal resource
allocation opportunity (RAO) according to the resource
utilization capabilities of the ISAC client. Next, the RM
response with the allocated resources (RARS) and the ISAC
client tunes accordingly.
Sensor

RM

Observation
Prediction
Prepare channel
quality indicator

Channel quality indicator

mandatory requirement for the ISAC clients is to have tuning
capabilities.
In order to reach the optional second task, the ISAC clients
have to be equipped with sensing capabilities either listenbefore-talk features such as WLAN and WirelessHART
CSMA/CA or packet loss notification features. The sensing
outcome can be used to initiate a resource allocation
negotiation as mentioned above.

C. Control Channel
The ISAC CC is used for the communication between the
ISAC supervisor and ISAC clients, and within the ISAC
supervisor between RM and sensor. Further, the ISAC concept
requires a dedicated CC, which has to be always available for
communication. So, it has to be guaranteed that the CC never
gets interfered by some PUs, SUs or any other kind of
interferences.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Update RAOs

Observation

The introduced general ISAC concept is implemented and
evaluated within an IA scenario. The specific ISAC network
setup is shown in Figure 4.
Secondary Users
Data Channel

Prediction
Master

CCA

Prepare channel
quality indicator

RM

ISAC
supervisor

Control Channel

MM4
Sensor

Update RAOs

Control Channel

CCA

T

Master

Slave
Data Channel

Figure 3. Sequence diagram of cyclic resource status reporting from sensor
to resource manager

Additionally to resource allocation, the ISAC supervisor has
to mitigate interferences, which could be either observed by the
ISAC client or the ISAC supervisor’s sensor. The sensor
informs the RM about the resources status based on the
resource sensing and prediction outcome. Then, the RM
determines RAOs as illustrated in Figure 3. In case an ISAC
client detects an interference within its utilized resources, it
initiates a resource allocation negotiation within the limited
resource utilization capabilities.

B. Client
The ISAC clients are resource users. The ISAC clients are
independent wireless systems. In IA such wireless systems are
Bluetooth piconets, WirelessHART mesh networks, or WLAN
infrastructure networks. These wireless systems are used
already for multiple applications like controlling or monitoring
tasks. Each ISAC client has to provide a communication
interface to the central ISAC supervisor. Typically, a good
choice for the integration is the central management device of
the certain wireless system like Bluetooth master,
WirelessHART gateway, or WLAN access point, respectively.
The ISAC client’s tasks are to (i) request for resource
allocations from the ISAC supervisor and tune accordingly, and
optionally to (ii) inform the ISAC supervisor about
interferences. In order to reach the first task, the only
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ISAC
client 2

Primary User

Channel quality indicator

T

Slave
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ISAC
client 1

Figure 4. Measurement setup with interfering PU and SU containing an
ISAC network with two ISAC clients

The master uses a frequency channel called data channel
(DC) for data transmissions to its slave. Three frequency
channels are available for data transmission. These three
channels are named CH1, CH2, and CH3. These are the
available spectral resources. Hence, the implementation is
limited to spectral resources and does not consider the
management of other resources such as temporal, code or
spatial resources.
Another type of frequency channel is the dedicated CC,
which is named CH0. For simplicity reasons, we assume that
CH0 is not interfered by any primary user. In the following
sections the SU and PU setups are discussed.

A. Secondary User Setup: ISAC Clients
In order to address a crowded IA scenario, we evaluate the
ISAC network with two ISAC clients. Both ISAC clients are
independent wireless systems performing real-time data
transmission tasks. In order to lower the network
implementation complexity, both ISAC clients are operating
identically in a master-slave constellation, which is common in
IA scenarios.
The master and slave are implemented in the microcontroller
MSP430 of Texas Instruments (TI) with the narrowband
transceiver CC2500. The master transmits data packets of fixed
size and content while the slave returns the received data
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packets to acknowledge the correct reception. Important
features and selected time parameters are summarized in Table
I.
TABLE I: SU ISAC CLIENT MASTER AND SLAVE TEST-BED FEATURES
µC MSP430 with transceiver CC2500
Platform
CH0
CH1
CH2
CH3
Channel
Center frequency 2.43 GHz 2.44 GHz 2.45 GHz 2.46 GHz
CC
DC
DC
DC
Channel Type
No
RSSI-based CCA prediction
Spectrum sensing
~ 90 µs
Sample time
RARQ
Real-time data transmission
Traffic
Event-based
Cyclic
Type
40 ms
Period
Data echo
Acknowledgment
No
PLR in %
QoS
~1.2 ms
~2.7 ms
Packet duration
~ 100 µs
Switching time
CRC-16
Bit error detection

Each ISAC client starts communication on the default DC.
The master is equipped with the sensing feature listen-beforetalk by a clear channel assessment (CCA) based on the received
signal strength indication (RSSI) within its current DC. In case
of successful CCA the data transmission is continued in the
current DC. Otherwise the current DC is interfered by the PU
or the other ISAC client. As shown in Figure 5, before next
data transmission, the master tunes to the CC in order to initiate
a resource allocation negotiation. The ISAC supervisor
response with the new allocated DC. After receiving the
response from ISAC supervisor, the master tunes to the
previous DC in order to notify the slave about the new
allocated DC. The master tunes to the new allocated DC, when
the slave successfully acknowledges (ACK) the notification. In
case the notification is unsuccessfully acknowledged from
slave, the master continues sending notification till receiving
successful acknowledged from slave.
40 ms

40 ms
~10 ms

CC

RARQ
~12 ms
CH1

Data

T

RARS

~100µs

ACK

CH2

TABLE II: SU ISAC SUPERVISOR SENSOR TEST-BED FEATURES
Platform
Channel type
Center frequency
Data packet duration
Bit error detection
Spectrum sensing
Acknowledgment
Traffic type
Idle time
Duty cycle
Period

µC MSP430 with transceiver CC2500
CC
2.43 GHz
~1.2 ms
2.45GHz
CRC-16
2.46GHz
MM4-based DCs occupancy prediction
No
Cyclic
30 ms
~4 %
~31.2 ms

The sensor senses all DCs periodically. Then, it determines
two measures derived from the Markov model MM4 published
in [2][9]. The first measure is the busy distance expressing the
observed mean count of consecutive occupied samples within a
certain DC, which are interfered by PUs. The second measure
is the idle distance expressing the mean count of consecutive
non-occupied samples, respectively. Based on the difference
between the busy and idle distances, the DCs are sorted
according to their quality. This information is given to the RM
as DC quality indicators. Hence, the DC quality indicators
provide information about the amount of interference of each
DC.
TABLE III: SU ISAC SUPERVISOR RESOURCE MANAGER TEST-BED
FEATURES

Platform
Channel type
Center frequency
Data packet duration
Bit error detection
Traffic
Type

µC MSP430 with transceiver CC2500
CC
2.43 GHz
~1.2 ms
CRC-16
RARS
Event-based

~12 ms
Data

T

ACK

~100µs

~12 ms
Data

ACK

T

Figure 5. Timing diagram of master-slave resource allocation change
within real-time data communication

The master does not stop data transmission during resource
allocation negotiation. In case of resource allocation
negotiation between master and supervisor failure, the master
will tune to previous DC and will try to continue data
transmission. With the next CCA failure, the master initiates a
new resource allocation negotiation with ISAC supervisor.
Therefore, the master does not lose any data transmission. The
master performs the CC communication within its idle time. As
a consequence, data transmission is always in real-time.
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B. Secondary User Setup: ISAC Supervisor
The ISAC supervisor contains the sensor and the RM
specified in Table II and Table III, respectively. The sensor and
RM are also implemented in the microcontroller TI MSP430
with the narrowband transceiver TI CC2500.

ISBN: 978-1-61208-403-9

The RM has the responsibility to update the RAO.
Therefore, it stores the very last DC quality indicators
permanently. Hence, upcoming resource allocation decisions
are based on the last stored DC quality indicators.

C. Primary User Setup
TABLE IV: PU TEST-BED FEATURES
Platform
PU type
Center frequency
Data packet duration
TX power
Traffic type
Idle time
Duty cycle
Period

Vector Signal Generator SMBV100A
Cyclic IEEE 802.11g-like transmission
2.45 GHz
~2 ms
2.45GHz
15 dBm
2.46GHz
Cyclic
10 ms
~16.7 %
~12 ms
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A selected PU activity is based upon IEEE 802.11g-like
transmissions, which is common in IA scenarios. The PU
activity is generated by a vector signal generator. Further
important features and selected time parameters for the PU are
summarized in Table IV. While the SUs are sensitive to the
radio environment, the PU performs cyclic data transmission
without feedback from the radio environment based on
CSMA/CA. The PU is a single device, which transmits data
packets with a duration of 2 ms and a period of 12 ms. It is
important to note, that only CH2 is interfered by the PU.

V.

Control Packet

PU

SU1 - Master

RESULT AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we present the ISAC results in comparison to
an appropriate reference.

A. Implementation Validation
The cyclic SU and PU emissions using ISAC are illustrated
in the measured spectrograms in Figure 6 and Figure 7. The
measurements were done with the real-time spectrum analyzer
Tektronix RSA6114A. The horizontal and vertical axis
represent the frequency and the time, respectively. CH0 is CC
and CH1, CH2 and CH3 are the defined DCs.

PU
SU1 – Master
Switch to CH3

Figure 6. Spectrogram of the resource allocation negotiation with RARQ
and RARS within the control channel of SU master and slave to avoid PU
interference

The spectrogram ranges from 2.43 GHz to 2.48 GHz and has
a duration of 100 ms.
Figure 6 shows the cyclic operation of the PU interfering
CH2 where an ISAC client is transmitting data. This PU

activity causes packet loss. The ISAC client detects PU
activity and sends a RARQ to the RM. Then, according to
RARS from the RM, the ISAC client tunes to the allocated free
DC and therefore, bypasses future activity of the PU. In case
of multiple ISAC clients, the RM allocates different DCs to
each ISAC client while observing the PU interference.
As shown by the example in Figure 7, the PU interferes CH2
only while the ISAC clients transmit data in CH1 and CH3.
B. Experimental Results
For evaluation, we measured the QoS within two different
scenarios, which differ in the presence of PU interference.
Within each scenario, we performed experiments for three
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different medium access types: Non-sensing (NS), noncooperative (NC), and ISAC-based medium access. The
implementation of the latter one was introduced in Section IV.
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SU2 - Master
SU2 - Slave

SU1 - Slave

Figure 7. Spectrogram of two SU master-slave data transmissions within
different frequency channels allocated by the resource manager

The NC medium access neglects the usage of the
cooperative ISAC concept. I.e. each SU client works
independently. In this setup, the master performs a CCA based
on MM4 before each data transmission in the default DC CH2
as published in [2][9]. In case of CCA failure, the master
switches to the backup DC CH3 after informing the slave.
Hence, they try to omit the backup DC as much as possible.
The NS medium access even reduces the complexity of the
non-cooperative medium access. The master does not sense the
spectrum in terms of any CCA. Therefore, it is not able to
predict spectrum occupancy or to detect PU interference. The
master does not tune to any other channel either. Hence, there
will be data transmission collisions and packet loss. The
experiments are performed with a measurement duration for
1000 data packet transmissions, which are repeated 5 times and
are averaged to result in a representative evaluation. Thereby,
the master of both real-time wireless systems for each
experiment determines the packet loss rate (PLR) as a measure
of QoS. For each failure in receiving the correct ACK, the
master increase the number of packet losses. Figure 8 and
Figure 9 show the result of all experiments in case of PU
interference absence and presence, respectively. The horizontal
and vertical axis represent the medium access types in different
devices and the PLR, respectively in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
100%
80%

83,2%

83,2%

60%
40%
20%

0,8%

0,9%

NC-1

NC-2

0,1%

0,1%

0%
NS-1

NS-2

ISAC-1 ISAC-2

Figure 8. PLR (vertical axis) of two master-slave constellations (index 1
and 2) for the medium access methods (horizontal axis) non-sensing (NS),
non-cooperative (NC) and ISAC in absence of PU
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They show the PLRs for both real-time wireless systems.
Clearly, NS medium access has the worst performance in both
scenarios. This results from its non-cooperative and nonadaptive medium access. In case of no PU interference, the two
real-time wireless systems interfere each other.
The same disturbance can be observed also for the NC
medium access but the PLR is below one percent without PU
activity. The NC medium access avoids the PU interference
much better than the NS medium access. However, the PLR is
above 25% with PU activity.
100%

92,2%

92,8%

80%
60%
40%

26,7%

26,7%

20%

0,9%

0,8%

ISAC-1

ISAC-2

0%
NS-1

NS-2

NC-1

NC-2

Figure 9. PLR (vertical axis) of two master-slave constellations (index 1
and 2) for the medium access methods (horizontal axis) non-sensing (NS),
non-cooperative (NC) and ISAC in presence of PU

The best performance can be seen for the ISAC-based
medium access. The PLR is below one percent even in
presence of PU interference.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper introduces a cooperative cognitive radio approach
implementation providing a deterministic medium access called
inter-system automatic configuration approach (ISAC). Its
performance is evaluated to face the increasing demands for
industrial wireless devices in license-free bands. ISAC focuses
on the industrial automation requirements of (i) interference
awareness, (ii) ensuring real-time and reliable communication,
and (iii) investment protection for existing wireless systems.
A central radio device manages the allocation of resources such
as frequency channels, time slots and spatial resources in a
cooperative inter-system manner to ensure reliable
communication. Further, a sensing radio device reports the
resource status continuously for awareness of non-cooperative
wireless systems and other interferences in the radio
environment. Additionally, each cooperative wireless system
has to negotiate resource allocations and to notify interferences.
Therefore, a single device has to be replaced or updated with an
appropriate communication interface and configuration with
adaption capabilities. This minor modification of existing
wireless systems ensures investment protection. It is important
to note that ISAC’s central radio device communication is
performed in a dedicated control channel.
The evaluations are done for a selected industrial scenario in
a test-bed based on multiple radio devices with TI MSP430
microcontroller and TI CC2500 narrowband transceiver. Two
industrial wireless systems with a real-time master-slave
constellation are deployed and act as secondary users. They
cooperate via the control channel with the central resource
manager radio device. Thereby, three different frequency
channels serve as resource opportunities, which are partly
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interfered by a non-cooperative primary user. The primary user
represents an infrastructure-based IEEE 802.11 wireless system
often applied in factory automation. The interferences are
sensed and reported via a control channel in terms of frequency
channel occupancy prediction with an additional radio device.
To show the benefits of cooperation, ISAC’s performance is
compared with a (i) non-cooperative and with a (ii) noncooperative non-sensing approach, which are also introduced
and explained in detail. Thereby, ISAC outperforms both
approaches especially in the presence of primary user
interference. Hence, cooperation increases interference
awareness significantly. Further, ISAC ensures a reliable
communication for more than 99% of the real-time data packet
transmissions independently of primary user interference
presence. Hence, reliable communication can be ensured.
Further investigations shall advance the resource allocation
to multiple dimensions such as time and spatial resources.
Additionally, hybrid allocation schemes mixing central and
distributed decision-making may be evaluated to lower latency
especially for temporal resource allocation without losing the
benefits of central management. Also, the evaluation of a
common control channel may be investigated, which shares the
same licensed-free band for convenience reasons and further
investment protection.
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Abstract—In this paper, a performance analysis of multi-antenna
spectrum sensing techniques is carried out. Both well known algorithms, such as Energy Detector (ED) and eigenvalue based detectors, and an eigenvector based algorithm, are considered. With
the idea of auxiliary noise variance estimation, the performance
analysis is extended to the hybrid approaches of the considered
detectors. Moreover, optimization for Hybrid ED under constant
estimation plus detection time is performed. Performance results
are evaluated in terms of Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) curves and performance curves, i.e., detection probability
as a function of the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). It is concluded
that the eigenvector based detector and its hybrid approach are
able to approach the optimal Neyman-Pearson performance.
Keywords–hybrid detector; largest eigenvector; noise estimation;
spectrum sensing; cognitive radio.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spectrum sensing is the enabling unit of Secondary Users
(SUs) in Cognitive Radio Networks (CRN) [1] for the accurate
identification and exploitation of unused Primary User’s (PU)
spectrum in temporal and spatial domain. Precise identification
of the spectrum holes is the major constraint for the establishment of Cognitive Radio, which ensures the dynamic exploitation of existing wireless spectrum. As an example, the Wireless
Regional Area Network (WRAN) standard imposes stringent
requirement on the probability of detection (Pd ) ≥ 0.9 with
probability of false alarm PF a ≤ 0.1 at Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) −20dB (for Digital TV band) [3].
In order to satisfy the constraint of high performance and
considering the dependence of noise uncertainty and the implementation complexity under wireless fading channels, several
detection algorithms are put forward in context of Cognitive
Radio applications including Uniformly Most Powerful (UMP)
test derived according to the Neyman-Pearson Lemma known
as Neyman-Pearson (NP) test [2], Energy Detection (ED) [4],
Match Filtering [5], Feature Detection Algorithms [6] proposed
for individual SU and their cooperative counterpart for multiple
SU sensing. A multidimensional CR receiver has been studied
considering multiple receive dimensions at the CR receiver
in the form of multiple antennas, over-sampled branches and
cooperative nodes [7]–[10]. These methods are mostly based
on the statistics of the eigenvalues of the received signal
covariance matrix and use recent results from Random Matrix
Theory (RMT).
In the last few years, Eigenvalue Based Detection (EBD)
techniques received considerable attention in spectrum sensing
literature with improved performance and less dependent on
noise uncertainty [7]–[16]. Some of the popular EBD based
techniques in present literature include Maximum Eigenvalue
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(ME) based [14], Eigenvalue Ratio Detector (ERD) [17], Signal Condition Number (SCN) based [10][12], Scaled Largest
Eigenvalue (SLE) based [15][16], Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) [18], Minimum Description Length(MDL) [18].
Recently, more powerful techniques based on largest eigenvalue of the received covariance matrix, like Generalized
Likelihood Root Test (GLRT) [20] and Roy’s Largest Root
Test (RLRT) [19] have been proposed and analyzed. Recently,
a new algorithm known as EigenVEctor (EVE) test [21] has
been introduced exploiting channel estimation parameter in the
detection statistic whose performance is comparable with NP
test.
Considering high performance detection algorithms like
ED, RLRT and EVE test, the problem of unknown noise variance is crucial. In our previous work [21][22], the performance
of hybrid approach of ED and Roy’s Largest Root Test using
estimated noise variance was carried out. It was suggested that,
the optimum performance of ED and RLRT can be achieved
even with the use of estimated noise variance by using a large
number of slots for noise variance estimation.
In this work, we present a performance analysis of Roy’s
Largest Root Test (RLRT), Energy Detection (ED), EigenVEctor Test (EVE) and their hybrid approaches with noise variance
estimation. Section II describes the system model and the NP
test, which will be used as a benchmark. Section III illustrates
the test statistics with known noise variance, while Section IV
presents the hybrid approaches with estimated noise variance.
Simulation results are presented in Section V, while in Section
VI, some preliminary results of the optimization of Hybrid
Energy Detection are presented. Finally, Section VII concludes
the paper.
II. S YSTEM MODEL
Let us denote by K the number of antennas or cooperative
sensors and by N the number of samples per sensing slot.
We focus on a single source scenario, which is of interest
for many detection problems in cognitive radio networks. The
K ×1 received vector at time n collects the baseband complex
samples from the K antennas. The received samples are stored
by the detector in the K × N matrix Y .
Let us introduce the 1 × N signal matrix
s , [s1 · · · sn · · · sN ] and the K × N noise matrix
V , [v 1 · · · v n · · · v N ] where,
•

sn is the transmitted complex signal sample at time
n, modeled as Gaussian with zero mean and variance
σs2 : sn ∼ NC (0, σs2 )
14
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•

v n is a noise vector at time n, modeled as Gaussian with mean zero and variance σv2 : v n ∼
NC (0K×1 , σv2 I K×K )
As all the signal samples sn of s and the noise vectors v n
of V are assumed statistically independent, the detector must
distinguish between Null and Alternate Hypothesis given by,
Y |H0 = V

Y |H1 = hs + V

and

where, h is the complex channel vector h = [h1 · · · hK ]T ;
assumed to be constant and memory-less during the sampling
window.
Under H1 , the average SNR at the receiver is defined as,
2
σs2 khk2
nk
ρ , Ekx
Ekv n k2 = Kσv2 where, ||.|| denotes the Euclidean norm
and E the mean operator. The sample covariance matrix is
given by R , N1 Y Y H and λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λK its eigenvalues
sorted in decreasing order.
The usual criterion for comparing two tests is to fix the
false alarm rate Pf a and look for the test achieving the higher
Pd . The Neyman Pearson (NP) lemma is known to provide the
Uniformly Most Powerful (UMP) test, achieving the maximum
possible Pd for any given value of Pf a . The NP criterion
is applicable only when both both H0 and H1 are simple
hypotheses. In our setting this is the case when both the noise
level σv2 and the channel vector h are a priori known. The NP
test is given by the following likelihood ratio:
TN P =

p1 (Y ; h, σs2 , σv2 )
p1 (Y ; σv2 )

(1)

and is known to be optimal, i.e., to achieve the maximum
possible Pd for any given value of Pf a .
As an example, under the considered model, if the signal
samples are independent Gaussian samples, the NP test is
obtained by using:


N trR
1
2
exp −
p0 (Y ; σv ) =
(2)
(πσv2 )N K
σv2
and
p1 (Y ; h, σs2 , σv2 ) =

1
(π K detΣ)N

exp −RΣ−1



(3)

where, Σ = σv2 Ik + σs2 hhH
The NP test provides the best possible performance, but
requires exact knowledge of both h and σv2 . For most practical
applications, the knowledge of h and σv2 is questionable.
III. T EST STATISTICS WITH KNOWN NOISE VARIANCE
To make the decision between H0 and H1 , a test statistic
compares a quantity T against a pre-defined threshold t: if T >
t, H1 is selected, otherwise H0 is chosen. The test performance
is evaluated by the false alarm probability and the detection
probability, defined as:
Pd
Pf a

=
=

P(T > t|H1 )
P(T > t|H0 )

(4)
(5)

In practice, the decision threshold t is typically computed as
a function of the target Pf a , to guarantee the Constant false
Alarm rate (CFAR) property.
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A. Roy’s Largest Root Test (RLRT)
Using the information of the received signal matrix Y and
assuming a perfect knowledge of the noise variance σv2 and
the channel parameter h, test statistic for RLRT is given by
TRLRT =

λ1
.
σv2

(6)

If TRLRT < t it decides in favor of Null Hypothesis H0
otherwise in favor of Alternate Hypothesis H1 . The detection
probability PdRLRT > t|H1 and false alarm PfRLRT
> t|H0
a
probabilities for this detector are well-known in the literature
(e.g., [24]).
The optimality of RLRT in the class of semi-blind algorithms was pointed out in [25]. For a single emitting source,
if the SNR is above the identifiability threshold given by
1
ρ > ρCric = √KN
[26], the signal is detectable by the
largest eigenvalue λ1 value. Starting from the NP test and using
the asymptotic expansion of the hypergeometric function, it
was shown in that, under known noise variance, distinguishing
between H0 and H1 in the asymptotic regime (N → ∞ with
K fixed) depends to leading order only on λ1 .
B. Energy Detection (ED)
ED computes the average energy of the received signal
matrix Y normalized by the noise variance σv2 and compares
it against a predefined threshold ted .

TED =

K N
1 XX
|yk (n)|2 .
KN σv2
n=1

(7)

k=1

If TED < ted it decides in favor of Null Hypothesis H0
otherwise in favor of Alternate Hypothesis H1 . The detection
probability Pd = P rob{TED > t|H1 } and false alarm Pf a =
P rob{TED > t|H0 } probabilities for this detector are wellknown in the literature (e.g., [4]).
C. EigenVEctor Test (EVE)
The starting idea of the new test is that given a H1 slot,
the eigenvector e1 associated to largest eigenvalue λ1 provides
an estimation of the channel vector h.
Given Saux signal slots available before the current sensing
slot, we can construct a matrix of size K × (Saux · N ) from all
the samples and evaluate the eigenvector eaux corresponding
to largest eigenvalue. The proposed statistical test known as
EVE test [10], which exploits the channel estimation parameter
eaux in its test statistic is defined as,

  H

Saux eH
aux R eaux + e R e
TEV E =
(8)
σv2 (Saux + 1)
Note that if Saux = 0, the test reduces to
TEV E =

eH R e
kek2 λ1
λ1
=
= 2
2
2
σv
σv
σv

(9)

and has the same statistical power of the RLRT.
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σ̂v2 =

K M
1 XX
|vkm |2
KM
m=1

N = 200, K = 4, Pf a = 0.01, Saux = 4
1

0.8
Pr[Detection]

IV. H YBRID TEST STATISTICS
It is evident that the knowledge of the noise variance is
imperative for the optimum performance of RLRT, ED and
EVE tests. Unfortunately, the variation and the unpredictability
of noise variance is unavoidable. Thus, the knowledge of the
noise variance is one of the critical limitations of those tests
for their ideal operation in low SNR. Under the considered
scenario, noise variance can be estimated from Saux auxiliary
noise-only slots in which we are sure that the primary signal
is absent.
Consider a sampling window of length M prior and
adjacent to the detection window which contains noise-only
samples for sure. Then the estimated noise variance from the
noise-only samples using a Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) can be written as,

0.6
ED
HED
RLRT
HRLRT
EVE
HEVE
NP

0.4

0.2

0
−15
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Figure 1. Performance curve, P d vs. SNR, K = 4, N = 200

(10)

k=1

If the noise variance is constant, the estimation can be
averaged over Saux successive noise-only slots and (10) can be
modified by averaging over Saux successive noise-only slots
as,
σ̂v2 (Saux ) =

SX
K X
M
aux X

1
KSaux M

s=1 k=1 m=1

|vkm |2

(11)

A. Hybrid RLRT (HRLRT)
Knowledge of the noise power is one of the critical
limitation of RLRT for its operation in low SNR. Hybrid RLRT
(HRLRT) [22] deals with the study of detection performance
of the RLRT algorithm using noise variance estimated from
Saux auxiliary noise only slots where we are sure that the
primary signal is absent. The test statistic of HRLRT can now
be presented as,
THRLRT =

λ1
2
σ̂HRLRT (Saux )

(12)

2
where, σ̂HRLRT
(Saux ) is the Maximum Likelihood Estimate
of the true noise variance σv2 given by (11).
Performance of HRLRT in terms of ROC parameters are
derived and well justified in [22][23].

B. Hybrid ED (HED)
Hybrid ED (HED) [22] deals with the study of detection
performance of the ED algorithm using noise variance estimated from Saux auxiliary noise only slots where we are sure
that the primary signal is absent. The test statistic of HED can
be presented as,
THED =

1

K X
N
X

2
KN σ̂HED
(Saux )

k=1 n=1

|yk (n)|2

(13)

2
where σ̂HED
(Saux ) is computed as in (11) for HRLRT.
The detection probability Pd = P rob{THED > t|H1 } and
false alarm Pf a = P rob{THED > t|H0 } probabilities for this
Hybrid ED can be referred in literature [22][23].
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C. Hybrid EVE (HEVE)
If we apply the same hybrid approach for RLRT and ED
of [22][23] to the new EVE test, we define a new Hybrid
EigenVEctor (HEVE) test:
  H


Saux eH
aux R eaux + e R e
(14)
THEV E =
2
σ̂HEV
E (Saux ) · (Saux + 1)
2
where σ̂HEV
E (Saux ) is computed as in (11) for HRLRT and
HED. In fact, we use in HEVE the same number of slots Saux
both to compute the eigenvector eaux for channel estimation
2
and to estimate the noise variance σ̂HEV
E (Saux ). Similarly to
2
(9) if Saux = 0, the test reduces to λ1 /σ̂HEV
E (Saux ), which
has the same statistical power of HRLRT.

V. S IMULATION RESULTS
Results are shown in terms of Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves (Pd vs. Pf a ) and performance curves,
in which Pd is plotted against SNR, by fixing Pf a . All the
tests described in Section III-IV have been simulated by using
a Montecarlo approach with 10000 iterations for each SNR
value. The primary signal has a Gaussian distribution and
the typical Rayleigh flat fading channel scenario has been
considered. In performance curves, Pf a is fixed to 10−2 while
in ROC curves, SNR = -12 dB.
Figures 1 and 2 show respectively the performance and
ROC curves of all the test statistics with 4 antennas, 200
samples per slot and 4 auxiliary slots. It can be noticed that
EVE and HEVE are clearly capable to significantly reduce the
gap with NP wrt RLRT. The gap between EVE and RLRT is
1 dB at Pd = 0.9. In general, the hybrid approaches HEVE,
HRLRT and HED are very close in performance with their
respective known-noise tests.
Figures 3 and 4 show how the number of slots affects the
performance of these tests. The number of antennas is equal to
4, while we used 200 samples per slot. It is evident that there
is an important gap between 2 and 4 auxiliary slots (especially
for HEVE), while the curves with 4 and 6 auxiliary slots are
almost overlapped.
Finally, we show 2 other performance curves. In Figure
5, the detection probability is plotted against the number of
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Figure 5. Performance curve, P d vs. K, N = 100

antennas, with 100 samples per slot and 6 auxiliary slots, while
in Figure 6, Pd is plotted against the number of samples, with
4 antennas and 6 auxiliary slots. NP and the EVE group tests
require a much smaller number of antennas or sensors to reach
Pd ' 1 wrt to all other tests.

are the starting point of our optimization task. The False
(HED)
Alarm Probability Pf a
for number of sensors K, number
of samples N , number of noise estimation samples M and
threshold t is given by,

VI. O PTIMIZATION OF H YBRID E NERGY D ETECTION
In this section, we show some preliminary results on the
optimization of Hybrid Energy Detection. Let us assume that
the secondary user has a fixed time window for both noise
estimation and detection, i.e., the number of samples that the
SU can use for both noise estimation and signal detection is
constant. For the sake of simplicity, the Maximum Likelihood
expression of (10) will be considered for the optimization of
HED described in IV-B. Considering K antennas, M samples
are used for estimation and N samples for detection. Our fixed
time constraint implies M +N = c where c is a constant, hence
our goal is to find the optimal M (and consequently optimal
N ) that gives the maximum detection probability.
In [22][23] the mathematical analysis of HED was performed, the false alarm and detection probability expressions
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(HED)

Pf a

= Q q

t−1

M +N t2
KM N


(15)



(HED)

Similarly, the Probability of Detection PD
scenario is given by,

(HED)

Pd

= Q q

(t − 1 − ρ)

t2
KM

+

Kρ2 +2ρ+1
KN

in similar




(16)

where ρ is the signal-to-noise ratio.
First of all, from (15) we find the threshold t expression
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Figure 7. Probability of detection as a function of M given M + N = const.

as a function of the Pf a ,


q
−2
M K +  KM +KN
MN
t=
(17)
2
KM − 
where  = Q−1 [Pf a ]. This is the only acceptable solution
(t > 1) of a second degree equation. Unless KM is smaller
than 2 (which is of no interest), this is always true.
By substituting (17) in (16) we obtain the following expression:





Hence, given a time slot for spectrum sensing, the best
performance occurs when estimation and detection slots are
equally split.

q

KM +KN −2

M K+
MN




−1−ρ
KM −2


Pd = Q  s 
2

q
2
KM
+KN
−

 M K+
MN
2
Kρ +2ρ+1
+
2
2
K(KM − )
KN

(18)

Let us now use the following substitutions:
M
N

= x
= c−x

(19)
(20)

where x ∈ N and c = M + N .
We first rewrite the threshold expression in (17):
q
2
x(K +  Kc−
xc−x2 )
t=
(21)
Kx − 2
Then, we rewrite the argument of the Q-function of (18):
r


2
x K+ Kc−
2
cx−x

f (x) = s

Kx−2

K(K 2 x2 +4 −22 Kx)
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Abstract - The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a worldwide
service use and is used as a reference for many other time base
systems, altitude, latitude and longitude. Intentional jammers
(jammers) have degraded the reception of GPS signals, causing
the receivers to fall out of sync. The technique employed in
Independent Components Analysis (ICA) provides the ability to
separate and mitigate the interference (jamming). A SoftwareDefined Radio (SDR) was used to confirm the effectiveness of
this technique against jamming.
Keywords - GPS; jammers; ICA; jamming; SDR.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is one of the most
used telecommunications systems, used in various
applications like online mapping, car tracking, traffic control,
etc. [1]. To avoid the localization of a target by GPS, some
portable devices were developed to interfere with localization
signal reception.
The received GPS signal normally has a low power, i.e.,
-160 dBm, with approximately 20 MHz of bandwidth. Thus,
a jammer device, that produces the interference signal in the
same frequency bands with the GPS signal, can interrupt the
signal reception for kilometers [2]. The utilization of these
devices are forbidden, but they can be easily acquired in the
market [3].
Some techniques have been developed to combat the
jammers as adaptive filtering [4][5], filtering in the time frequency domain [6][7], adaptive antennas [8][9], among
others. In this paper, we propose the utilization a blind source
separation technique Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
to separate the GPS signal from the interference. ICA has an
efficient implementation and good performance in the low
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) situations, as is the case of GPS
signals.
We used real measurement signal to validate the proposed
utilization and the obtained results shows the efficiency of
ICA in the GPS signal recovery.
This article is arranged as follows: Section II presents the
software-defined radio, in Section III is a brief description of
the method of analysis in independent components (ICA).
Section IV presents the used software-defined radio. The
application of the method proposed in the situation is defined
in Section V. Finally, the results and conclusions are in
Section VI.
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II.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIO

The Software-Defined Radio (SDR) is designed as a
reconfigurable and flexible arrangement of radio that is based
on a software [16]. Thus, it provides the possibility of
implementing several radio configurations, only by changing
software parameters, taking advantage of the same hardware
structure. Moreover, thanks to the high processing power of
the platform, one can use a more elaborate signal processing
with real-time radio systems in a fast development
environment of use applications.
GNU Radio is a free software platform and open source
used in the development of hardware without radios in a
simulation environment, or with an external RF hardware
cost. There are pre-defined blocks in an internal library or
created by the user, which operate independently and, when
connected, form software-defined radios.
The Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) [17] is
an RF device consisting of a motherboard and a set of plates
daughters. On-board analog-to-digital converters are in the
reception area (path from the antenna to the processing
system), digital to analog converters in the transmission zone
(path processing system to the antenna) and an FPGA to
multiplex data the daughter card from reception to the
computer and vice versa.
Each daughter card is designed for a range of frequencies
and, in a typical configuration, are arranged into four units:
two for transmission and two for reception.
III. INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS
The Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [10] is a
blind source separation method, where the base on the linear
mixture of signal sources, the objective is to recover a
statistically independent and non Gaussian representation of
each source.
Consider
𝑛
statistically
independent
sources
(𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , 𝑠3 , … , 𝑠𝑛 ) and 𝑚 measurements of mixture of these
sources, (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑛 ), written as a linear combination of
the sources by

𝑥 = 𝐴𝑠


where
𝑥 = (𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , 𝑥3 , … , 𝑥𝑛 )𝑇 

is the measurement vector, known a priori. The mixing matrix
𝐴 and the source vectors,
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𝑠 = (𝑠1 , 𝑠2 , 𝑠3 , … , 𝑠𝑛 )𝑇 



are unknown.
If matrix 𝐴 is known, to recover the source vector 𝑠




𝑠 = 𝐴−1 𝑥

however as matrix 𝐴 is not known, it is necessary to estimate
a separation matrix 𝑊 that recover the source vector 𝑠, using
only the measurement vector 𝑥:




𝑠̂ = 𝑊𝑥 = 𝑊𝐴𝑠
Figure 1 represents the block diagram of ICA.
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Processing by
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[A]
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original
mixed
mixing
demixing

signals
signals
matrix
matrix


V. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD IN PROPOSED CASE
To demonstrate the application of the proposed method
used a GPS signal from the Crawdad database [11],
represented in Figure 3. This signal has central frequency of
1575.42 MHz, sampling rate of 6.4 GHz, span of 5 MHz and
320000 samples were registered. It was acquired using a
Tektronix RSA3408A real time spectrum analyzer, a Rojone
A-GPSA95NS antenna, Rojone AMA-061B amplifier and a
DC blocker.

ŝ1
ŝ2
...
ŝn

power (dBm)



frequency (MHz)

recovered
signals

Figure 1. Block diagram of the ICA.

The first step for the application of ICA is to choose a cost
function. After, an optimization method to optimize the cost
functions must be chosen. In this work, we use an efficient
method to perform these tasks, the FastICA [18], which is
based on maximizing nengetropia [10], using as cost function
the nonlinear function:

𝑔 = 𝑦 3


Figure 3. GPS signal spectrum.

As interference signal was used a chirp signal signal,
generate using Matlab®, shown in Figure 4. This signal has a
central frequency of 1575.42 MHz (GPS L1 Band), initial
frequency (𝑓0 ) in 1570.42 MHz, final frequency (𝑓1 ) in
1580.42 MHz and a quasi static sweeping mode, whose
instantaneous frequency is given by


𝑓𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑓0 + (𝑓1 − 𝑓0 )𝑡 2



according to signals emitted by GPS jammers [12][13].

and symmetrical orthogonalization.
SOFTWARE-DEFINED RADIO USED
power (dBm)

IV.

For the verification of the application of ICA result to
separate the GPS signal jamming, a software-defined radio
was used, GNSS-SDR, proposed in [19]. This radio
implements an algorithm for the acquisition and
demodulation of the signal and another location algorithm,
based on information derived from the first.

frequency (MHz)

Figure 4. Spectrum chirp signal (interference signal).

Figure 1 - Overview Software-Defined Radio GNSS-SDR [19].
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FastICA [18] was the algorithm used to separate the
mixture of the GPS and Chirp signal. According to [14] and
[15], ICA has some restrictions, and one of them is the signal
sources have non Gaussian distribution. When the sources are
Gaussian there is no guarantee of source recovery. GPS
signal has probability distribution near of Gaussian (2.971
kurtosis).
However, when we apply the FastICA to some mixture of
GPS signals, the sources were recovered. As ICA does not
guarantee prefect recovery of phase, or order of the recovered
signal, as shown in [14] and [15], we used the cross
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In Figure 8, the comparison of original chirp signal and
the first recovered component, the correlation coefficient is 0.9998. In these last comparisons, it was observed that signal
has great similarity.

cross correlation

cross correlation

correlation to test the signal correspondence between original
and recovered signals.
When compared by correlation, the original GPS signal
and the first recovered component, shown in Figure 5, the
obtained correlation -0.0067.

samples
samples

Figure 8. Cross correlation between the original and recovered chirp
signals.

Figure 5. Cross correlation between the original signal and the GPS signal
chirp recovered.

samples

As GPS signals has its data modulated by C/A code (a
PRN-Code broadcast at 1.023MHz which spreading the data
over a 2MHz bandwidth), which in turn modulates the L1
carrier (1575,42 MHz) using Binary-Phase-Shift-Keying
(BPSK), the original GPS signal (Figure 9), the mixture of
the GPS signal and signal interference (Figure 10) and the
recovered GPS signal (Figure 11) were demodulated.

amplitude

cross correlation

Figure 6 shows the cross correlation between the original
chirp signal and second recovered component, that gives a
correlation coefficient of -0.0049.

Figure 6. Cross correlation between the original chirp signal and the
recovered GPS signal.

samples

Figure 9. Original GPS signal demodulated.

amplitude

cross correlation

The results shown in Figures 5 and 6 indicate the similarity
between recovered signals. In the comparison between the
original GPS signal and the second recovered component,
presented in Figure 7, the correlation coefficient is 0.9987.

samples
samples

Figure 7. Cross correlation between the original and the recovered GPS
signals.
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Figure 10. GPS signal mixed to interference and demodulated.
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amplitude

Figure 12. While the GPS signal mixed with the chirp
interference will not return any coordinate point indicating
that there was actually a loss of synchronization with the GPS
satellites, if the jamming still present.

B
samples

Figure 11. GPS signal demodulated recovered.

A

After that the correlation coefficient were obtained and the
results are original and mixed signal (0.0501), mixed and
recovered (0.0434) and original and recovered signals
(0.9935).
VI.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Since FastICA does not guarantee that the original signals
are recovered in the same order, we made four comparisons
between the original signals and the signals recovered to
detect which pairs of signals corresponded. In this test, it was
found that the original GPS signal had a low correlation (0.0067) with the first independent component and a high
correlation (0.9987) to the second one. This indicates that the
second independent component of the GPS signal is recovered
with the same phase.
Then, it was discovered that the original chirp signal had
high correlation with the first independent component (0.9998) and low correlation with the second (-0.0049). This
indicates that the first independent component represents the
chirp signal recovered with reversed phase.
To confirm the first conclusion, a second test was done.
The test compared three GPS signals between them: the
original, the original mixed with interference and the
recovered. The correlation between the original and blended
signals, and between the mixed with the recovered was low
(0.0501 and 0.0434, respectively). This indicates that the
compared signals have no similarity. In the confrontation
between the original and recovered signals, a high coefficient
of correlation was achieved (0.9935), indicating that the
signals tested have great similarity.
In this case, it is concluded that the chirp signal actually
represented an interference to the GPS signal, as the signal
was demodulated when mixed, did not correlate with either
the original signal as the recovered signal. Another
conclusion, and the most important, is that the analysis in
independent component (ICA) was really a tool capable of
separating interference (chirp signal) of the desired signal
(GPS), since the comparison between the original and GPS
signals recovered by ICA, could become a very high
similarity.
Finally, as obtained by the RDS-GNSS position
coordinates corresponding to the original GPS signals, mixed
and recovered, has the following output: the difference
between the original coordinates of the extracted GPS signal,
and the retrieved signal was only 68 meters, as shown in
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Figure 12. Difference between the original GPS point (A) and recovered
point (B).

This work was the result of the first research on the topic
in question. In the future, it will continue to be developed, so
that consideration be other mitigating interference in GPS
signals, such as the multi-jamming and other waveforms.
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